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COBS – A Complete Outside Broadcast System
The COBS (Complete Outside Broadcast System) was born out of frustration, the need for wider 
operator training in setup but primarily the need to carry and connect multiple items of equipment 
to outside broadcast locations, not helped by the steep stair access to the equipment storage or 
difficult to access event venues. The mess of cables did not give the best impression to visitors at 
events.
The delivered result allows presenters to take a single case to a venue, plug in to power and  
internet and start broadcasting.
Prior to its conception,  it was necessary to

•	 Work out what was required for each type of OB – live broadcast, recorded event, PA only, 
mixed PA and broadcast or mixed PA and recording (where we would have our own PA or 
supply to an event organiser)– a task which fell to a select few with the knowledge

•	 Collect and transport far more equipment than was required for most events as items like 
microphones, headphones, cables etc were stored together in quantity

•	 Lay out and connect items on a table top which sometimes had space issues and left  
numerous unsightly cables laying on the table top

•	 These individual items included:
o A mixer in a flightcase
o Two or three microphones on boom stands
o A Barix Instreamer with power supply
o A headphone splitter/amplifier with power supply

•	 Deal with multiple power supplies and mains connections
•	 Require a select few engineering volunteers to set up and bring the broadcast to air,  

especially when using networked IP systems such as the BARIX devices
•	 Store numerous bags and cases at the venue
•	 Use traditional tri-pod boom mic stands which could often be difficult to position properly 

for presenters
The concept was to integrate a rack-mount mixer with all peripherals and all main cabling  
permanently wired and hidden in a lightweight case which could be handled by one person.
The intended applications were:

•	 A full local live broadcast with or without Myriad playout but with presenter  
links/commentary, fed via Barix to the studios for onward broadcast

•	 Sending links to a Myriad log using Remote Voice Tracking from a remote location
•	 Recording of an event with commentary, and taking a feed of the event from the house or  

third-party PA system
•	 Playout and presenter/guest to a local PA system
•	 Live reports back to the studio presenter using Luci Live
•	 Future expansion to use Myriad 5 Anywhere for full remote OB production



After a lot of research, a suitable case 
with a detachable lid was found and the 
mixer chosen. The low channel count 
requirement meant that it was small 
enough to fit in a 19” rack space with 
additional side rack ‘ears’, which would 
be used to mount other parts of the 
system. There would also be enough 
space to the side of the case to store the 
microphones, headphones, gooseneck 
arms, cables and power lead (just the 
one required).
It also needed to be deep enough (front 
to back) to accept a 1U rack panel with 
break-out connector panels to be pre-
wired to the mixer (since many of them 
were on the rear panel of the mixer), and 
a 1U vented mounting panel for the Barix Instreamer and general heat dissipation.
 

These panels would then hold:
•	 3 headphone amplifiers with  
individual level controls, using discrete 
PCB amplifiers
•	 A Myriad ‘GO’ button for 
replicating the GO function in Myriad to 
start a track
•	 Gooseneck bases for screwing on 
gooseneck mic holders
The break-out panel would allow quick 
access to the mixer’s Mix and Aux  
outputs, Control Room outputs, USB 
record interface, Internet Cat5 cable for 
the Barix device and main outputs (to 
feed a PA system).

The mixer chosen to allow this flexibility was the Behringer 
1204USB and has short-throw faders, aux sends and an alternate 
mix bus which is perfect for sending audio to remote RVT whilst  
receiving playback from the remote system.
The use of gooseneck mic arms means that mic cables are  
shorter and tidier, and mic position can be easily altered for  
presenter height and position.
A small enclosure was constructed to the side of the mixer to hold 
the microphones, gooseneck arms etc. A lid over the storage  
doubles as a tray for a laptop when in use.

 
There is enough mic input capacity for a third (guest) microphone together with the third  
headphone output for guests.
 
The lid of the case, once fully removed, can be used to raise the level of the unit when it is 
deployed by placing it underneath.



Application Set-up examples

RVT from remote location to studio Myriad log
This set up uses the Alternate bus to send 
the mixed microphone signal to the remote 
Myrad server, while the playback is routed 
from the laptop to a stereo input to the 
normal mix bus.

The Alternate bus can be fed to monitoring 
so that the presenters can hear both  
themselves and the playback.

Full OB, streaming to the transmitter using a Barix Instreamer (via the studio)

This application can use a playout laptop 
with Myriad (using the GO button for easy 
music playout) and can also accept a stereo 
mix feed from the event PA (for example, an 
awards stage feed from a third party)
In this example, the pre-wired mixed audio 
output automatically feeds the Barix  
Instreamer, and only an internet connection 
is required to plug in to the panel.
The USB output from the mixer (via the top 
panel) can be used to make a full event 
recording. 



Live local playout with remote reports to the studio  
using Luci Live

In this configuration, the audio 
mix can be used for local play-
out and commentary, with the 
mix feed being sent via Luci 
Live on a laptop to send live 
reports back to the studio and 
on-air programme.

The system can be easily 
adapted for other use-cases, 
such as mixing playout and  
commentary to a PA system 
for live performances without 
broadcast, recording of events 
without broadcast and many 
others, without additional 
break-outs and cabling.

 
In use, the system has saved countless hours of equipment collection, transport, set up, use 
and breakdown and on its first outing was set up by two non-engineers in just ten minutes.  
It gives a much better impression to visitors and listeners.


